norms and values in human society (e.g., Folger, 1984) . One justice concern that people have is related to the distribution of resources: People want to receive fair outcomes (e.g., salaries). People's perceptions of outcome fairness are studied in the scientific domain that is usually called the psychology of distributive justice (e.g., Adams, 1965) . A related but different justice concern that people have refers to decision-making processes: People want the procedures that precede decisions to be fair. The perceived fairness of decision making procedures has been referred to as the psychology of procedural justice (e.g., Lind & Tyler, 1988; Thibaut & Walker, 1975; Tyler & Lind, 1992) . The distinction between distributive and procedural justice is important, because the classic work of Thibaut and Walker (1975) has demonstrated that people's justice concerns indeed involve questions about both the fairness of outcomes and the fairness of procedures.
Justice is essentially a social phenomenon, because experiences of (in)justice are products of people's interactions with other people in social settings (Lind & Tyler, 1988) . More generally, it has been argued that social relationships are interwoven with people's experiences of social justice (Folger & Cropanzano, 1998; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Blader, 2000; Tyler & Lind, 1992; Van den Bos & Lind, 2002 ). An important social factor that has been related to both distributive and procedural justice is a factor referred to as ''standing''. Procedural justice researchers tend to broadly define standing as the position that people occupy within a group (e.g., Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler, 1989 Tyler, , 1994 . In the distributive justice literature, researchers have adopted a more specific definition of standing: Distributive justice researchers have operationalised standing as people's individual status within a group (e.g., Feather, 1994) . It has been argued that this operationalisation of standing is related to distributive justice because status differences may affect people's perceptions of entitlement: People's intragroup status determines whether or not people perceive themselves as entitled to certain outcomes, and this affects subsequent distributive justice judgements (Feather, 1994) . To illustrate, people may perceive differences in outcomes (e.g., salaries) as fair depending in part on status differences (e.g., full professors vs assistant professors). People's individual status positions within a group can thus affect distributive justice judgements.
Several authors have argued that standing is not only related to the psychology of distributive justice, but is also an important social factor in the procedural justice domain (Cropanzano, Rupp, Mohler, & Schminke, 2001b; Folger & Cropanzano, 1998; Lind, 2001; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992; Van den Bos & Lind, 2002) . Empirical studies have indeed shown that perceptions of social standing are related to procedural justice judgements (e.g., Chen, Brockner, & Greenberg, 2003; Smith & Tyler, 1997; Tyler, 1989 Tyler, , 1994 Tyler & Blader, 2002; Tyler, Degoey, & Smith, 1996) . Although these empirical studies provide some evidence for a relation between standing and procedural justice, in the current chapter we argue that there are several ambiguities about this relation that need to be resolved. That is, we argue that (1) unlike distributive justice researchers, procedural justice researchers have not been very specific in their interpretation of standing; as a consequence, various procedural justice researchers have defined social standing in various ways; (2) empirical research data about the relation between standing and procedural justice are not conclusive; and (3) it is as yet unclear how the relationship between standing and procedural justice should be explained. In the following, we provide a brief overview of the procedural justice field, and review theories and empirical studies that have concentrated on the relation between standing and procedural justice. Furthermore, we point out the limitations of current knowledge on the standing construct in procedural justice. After this, we review some of our own recent studies that illuminate the relation between standing and procedural justice. We conclude this chapter by theoretically integrating these propositions and by providing avenues for future research that the procedural justice field may want to take.
STANDING AND PROCEDURAL JUSTICE Theoretical background
An illustration of a procedural justice phenomenon is the finding that people evaluate procedures that allow them an opportunity to voice their opinion in a decision-making process to be more fair than procedures that do not allow them such an opportunity (Folger, 1977; Folger, Rosenfield, Grove, & Corkran, 1979; cf. Brockner et al., 1998; Greenberg & Folger, 1983; Lind, Kanfer, & Earley, 1990; Tyler, 1987; Van den Bos, 1999) . Furthermore, it has been shown that voice procedures have the potential to affect a wide range of people's reactions, such as satisfaction ratings and evaluations of relations with authorities. These latter effects of voice constitute examples of the more general finding that perceived procedural fairness affects many human perceptions and behaviours (e.g., Folger et al., 1979; Greenberg & Folger, 1983; Van den Bos, Bruins, Wilke, & Dronkert, 1999; Van den Bos, Lind, Vermunt, & Wilke, 1997a; Van den Bos, Wilke, Lind, & Vermunt, 1998b) . In the current chapter we refer to the effects of procedures on procedural justice judgements and subsequent satisfaction ratings and relational treatment evaluations as procedural fairness effects (Van Prooijen, Van den Bos, & Wilke, 2002) . Procedural fairness effects are robust and generalise across methodologies and samples (Folger et al., 1979; Greenberg & Folger, 1983; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Van den Bos, Wilke, & Lind, 1998a) .
Several theories have been developed to explain procedural fairness effects (for overviews, see Brockner & Wiesenfeld, 1996; Cropanzano, Byrne, Bobocel, & Rupp, 2001a; Folger & Cropanzano, 1998; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Blader, 2000; Tyler & Lind, 1992; Van den Bos & Lind, 2002) . Of these theories, the relational model of authority has explicitly stated that standing has a pivotal role in explaining procedural fairness effects (Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992) . In our discussion of the standing construct in procedural justice we therefore concentrate on the relational model. This model emphasises the importance of group membership in the psychology of procedural justice. Inspired by social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1979) , the relational model assumes that people have a basic need to be a member of valued social groups (see also Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Brewer, 1991; Tajfel & Turner,1979; Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987) . Furthermore, people want to know whether they are respected and valued as members of their social groups (Tyler et al., 1996) . As a result, people search for information about the extent to which they are respected by their fellow group members. People can find such information, the relational model argues, by looking at the way in which they are treated by group authorities, because authorities are generally perceived to be representative of the entire group (Tyler & Lind, 1992) . If group authorities treat people with dignity, people infer that they are respected members within their group and that they can be proud to be a member of their group. If group authorities treat people rudely, people conclude that they are not respected members within the group and that they should not have pride in their group membership (Tyler et al., 1996) .
An example of an empirical study illuminating the relation between group membership and procedural justice has been reported by Smith, Tyler, Huo, Ortiz, and Lind (1998) . These authors manipulated group membership of the experimenter (a relevant authority in procedural justice experiments) by informing participants that the experimenter's university affiliation was the same as (ingroup condition) or different from (outgroup condition) the participant's own university affiliation. Furthermore, participants conducted a skill test, and this introduced the following procedural justice manipulation: The experimenter either graded the test accurately and allowed participants the opportunity to express their reactions to the test (high treatment quality condition) or the experimenter did not grade the test accurately and did not allow participants the opportunity to express their reactions to the test (low treatment quality condition). Results showed that participants' relational treatment evaluations were affected more strongly by the treatment quality manipulation when the experimenter was an ingroup member than when the experimenter was an outgroup member. These results are in correspondence with predictions from the relational model: People attach more value to the way they are treated by ingroup authorities than by outgroup authorities, because ingroup authorities are more informative about crucial relational matters, such as the extent to which people are regarded as respected members within their group (see also Sta˚hl, Van Prooijen, & Vermunt, in press) .
To understand findings such as those reported in Smith et al. (1998) more thoroughly, the relational model has stated (among other things) that how people are treated by group authorities is informative about their intragroup standing-that is, it reveals important information about the position that people have in the group (Tyler, 1989 (Tyler, , 1994 . Positive treatment communicates that the authority regards people as accepted as fully-fledged members of the group (Lind, 2001; Lind & Tyler, 1988) and as having high status within the group (Tyler, 1989 (Tyler, , 1994 . Negative treatment, however, communicates that the authority regards people as marginal members of the group and as having low status within the group. The relational model further argues that information about standing subsequently shapes people's reactions to later experienced fair and unfair procedures (Tyler, 1994) . The relational model thereby assumes the following causal order between standing and procedural justice: Information about people's position in social groups influences procedural fairness effects.
There is some empirical support for the above-described relationship between standing and procedural justice phenomena, as survey studies have demonstrated significant correlations between standing and procedural justice judgements (e.g., Tyler, 1989 Tyler, , 1994 Tyler & Blader, 2002; Tyler et al., 1996 ; see also Chen et al., 2003; Smith & Tyler, 1997 ). An example of such a study is Tyler (1989) , who conducted a telephone survey among citizens in Chicago to assess their experiences with legal authorities. In this study, Tyler operationalised people's perceptions of standing by asking participants how polite authorities had been to them and to what extent authorities had respected their rights. The results of this study showed that Tyler's operationalisation of standing was indeed correlated with procedural justice judgements. Based on this evidence, it was concluded that standing is related to procedural justice judgements.
Limitations
The above considerations suggest that scientists now understand a good deal of the relation between standing and procedural justice. However, we argue here that several theoretical and empirical obstacles have not yet been resolved by the relational model and empirical research that followed from the model. First, in the procedural justice field there is considerable conceptual ambiguity about the standing construct. That is, various justice researchers have defined standing in various ways (Cropanzano et al., 2001b; Lind, 2001; Tyler & Blader, 2002) . Some researchers have defined standing in terms of intragroup status (Tyler, 1989 (Tyler, , 1994 Tyler et al., 1996;  see also Cropanzano et al., 2001a) . Notably, Tyler (1989 Tyler ( , 1994 equated standing with status recognition and noted that procedural justice is related to the extent to which people conclude that they have high or low intragroup status. However, other researchers have objected to this status definition and have instead stated that standing should be defined as messages of inclusion (Lind, 2001; Lind & Tyler, 1988 ). An illustration of this latter position can be found in a critique by Lind (2001, p. 224 ) on a paper in which the status definition was adopted (i.e., Cropanzano et al., 2001a): In both the original presentation of the theory (Lind & Tyler, 1988) and in the later (Tyler & Lind, 1992) application of the theory to justice and obedience to authority, we said that people value procedures that give them ''standing,'' which we defined as messages of inclusion, regardless of status. The difference is subtle, but important. In a fair organisation, according to our original formulation, a member at any level can find procedures and processes that affirm his or her membership, inclusion, and importance to the organisation. There may be status differences, but the key element of fairness in group-value theory is inclusion, not rank. The authors are certainly to be forgiven for confounding these ideas, since Tyler and I have spoken with different voices about this. I have tended to hold fast to the standing construction, but Tyler often has written of the construct as though standing and status were the same thing or as though status, not standing, was the key element''.
Thus, there is considerable disagreement about what role standing has in the psychology of procedural justice, which is illustrated by the fact that even the two originators of the relational model (Lind and Tyler) do not agree on its definition. Related to the above quote by Lind (2001) , Cropanzano et al. (2003b) have also noted explicitly that the definitions of standing that were adopted by procedural justice researchers can be broadly categorised into two classes, one referring to intragroup status (e.g., Tyler, 1989 Tyler, , 1994 Tyler et al., 1996; Smith & Tyler, 1997) and one referring to social inclusion or exclusion (e.g., De Cremer, 2002; Lind, 2001; Lind & Tyler, 1988) .
The distinction of two different operationalisations of standing that were observed by Cropanzano et al. (2003b) and by Lind (2001) corresponds to a recent distinction in an empirical research study between what has been labelled ''comparative'' and ''autonomous'' standing (Tyler & Blader, 2002) . According to these authors, comparative intragroup standing corresponds to intragroup status and is based on social comparison of external standards, such as objective performance differences between individuals. To illustrate, high achievers typically infer that they have higher comparative standing in a group than low achievers. Thus, people use external comparison standards to determine their rank in the group. Autonomous standing is based on internal standards such as values and norms, which people use to consider where they stand in terms of the standards that define the group. According to Tyler and Blader (2002) , people compare their internalised personal values with prototypical group values to determine whether they are included in or excluded from the group. For example, if an individual's personal norms and values correspond to group norms and values, the individual may infer that he or she is included in the group. However, if the individual's normative fit within the group is poor, the individual may conclude that he or she does not really belong to the group and is excluded (cf. Cropanzano et al., 2001b; Lind, 2001) .
1 The Tyler and Blader (2002) study constitutes the first effort to empirically disentangle the different definitions of standing. Given that since the development of the relational models of justice (Lind & Tyler, 1988) researchers have variously defined standing either as status or as inclusion, it can be concluded here that over the last 15 years, procedural justice researchers have not consistently referred to the same concept when referring to standing.
A second limitation of current knowledge on the relation between standing and procedural justice is that empirical research findings have not been conclusive. More specifically, although the relational model has assumed that perceptions of standing causally affect procedural fairness effects, most of the research data that examined the relation between standing and procedural justice were correlational survey data (e.g., Tyler, 1989 Tyler, , 1994 Tyler & Blader, 2002; Tyler et al., 1996; Smith & Tyler, 1997) . As a consequence, it is as yet unclear whether correlations between standing and procedural justice constitute real or spurious relations, and it is impossible to draw conclusions about causality.
Related to this, we argue here that empirical studies have not operationalised the standing construct as accurately as possible. For example, in Tyler (1989 Tyler ( , 1994 standing was operationalised by asking participants whether or not their rights were respected by authorities. Furthermore, in the Tyler and Blader (2002) study, autonomous and comparative standing judgements were measured by assessing participants' perceptions of whether or not they were respected by authorities and whether or not they had pride in their group memberships (see also 1 Although ''autonomous'' standing depends less on comparison processes than ''comparative'' standing does, it is noteworthy that the former also depends-at least to some extent-on some comparisons being made by people forming standing and justice judgements (e.g., comparisons between the individual's and the group's norms and values). However, the precise labelling used in the Tyler and Blader (2002) study is not our focus of attention here, but the main issue for the current chapter is the distinction between ''standing-as-inclusion'' (Lind, 2001; Lind & Tyler, 1988) and ''standing-as-status'' (Tyler, 1989 (Tyler, , 1994 Tyler et al., 1996 ; see also Cropanzano et al., 2001a) conceptions of the standing construct, as discussed by Lind (2001) and Cropanzano et al. (2001b) . Smith & Tyler, 1997; Tyler et al., 1996) . Specifically, in the Tyler and Blader (2002) study the authors distinguished between four standing variables-autonomous pride (measured with items such as ''I feel proud to be a part of my work group''), autonomous respect (measured with items such as ''Would you agree or disagree that your managers value what you contribute at work?''), comparative pride (measured with items such as ''I work in one of the best work groups in my organisation''), and comparative respect (measured with items such as ''Would you agree or disagree that your managers respect you more than other employees?''). Although it is likely that these operationalisations are related to people's perceptions of their position in the group, it can be argued that at best these operationalisations constitute indirect measurements of the standing construct. For example, it is disputable whether Tyler and Blader's operationalisations of ''autonomous pride'' and ''respect'' really are indicative for people's perceptions of whether they are included or excluded.
As a third limitation, it can be noted here that it is unclear how the relation between standing and procedural justice should be explained. More specifically, the relational model has not been very explicit about which psychological processes it is assuming (Ambrose & Kulik, 2001 ). More generally, it has been argued that the relational model should be conceived of as a descriptive model, not as a process model (Cropanzano et al., 2001a) . Based on the relational model, therefore, relatively little is known about the underlying psychological processes of how standing influences people's experiences of and reactions to procedural fairness.
These considerations lead us to argue here that there are challenging opportunities left to further explore the role of standing in the psychology of procedural justice. We propose some refined hypotheses as to the relation between procedural justice and standing. In the current chapter, we try to do this by reviewing the results of a number of recent studies in which we address some of the mentioned limitations of scientists' understanding of the relation between standing and procedural justice. In the following, we review recent empirical findings on both the status definition of standing (Tyler, 1989 (Tyler, , 1994 Tyler & Blader, 2002) and on the inclusion definition of standing (Lind, 2001; Lind & Tyler, 1988) . Furthermore, the reviewed studies experimentally manipulated status and inclusion to demonstrate causal effects of both standing operationalisations on procedural fairness effects, and have assessed cognitive process measures to investigate exactly how the relation between standing and procedural justice should be explained. Following the studies, we conceptually integrate these findings with existing knowledge and discuss avenues for future research.
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS Status and procedural justice
To investigate the status definition of standing, we have conducted experiments on both status salience and intragroup status. The status salience studies were intended to provide insights into the psychological process of how status influences reactions to procedures. More specifically, in the status salience studies we investigated whether cognitively activating the general construct status would be sufficient to influence procedural fairness effects. In the experiments on intragroup status we investigated the implications of the status salience findings in a context with real intragroup status differences. We now introduce the studies in more detail.
Status salience. Building on the relational model, we have set up two experiments to explore the effects of status salience on procedural fairness effects (Van Prooijen et al., 2002) . In these studies, we posited that people mentally associate social status with the regard and approval that they receive from other people (cf. Tyler et al., 1996) . As a consequence, we argued, cognitive accessibility of the status construct (e.g., because of answering questions about status in a survey) leads to an increased concern for the regard and approval that people receive from others. In situations where status is made cognitively accessible, people therefore seek information that informs them about the extent to which they are held in regard by other people. Such information about regard and approval may be found in procedural justice information. It has been argued before that procedural justice is informative about the extent to which people are held in regard by others (Tyler & Lind, 1992) . People should therefore be more attentive to procedural justice information in situations where status is made cognitively accessible than in conditions were status is not made cognitively accessible.
Based on the above line of reasoning, we have investigated the hypothesis that status salience leads to stronger procedural fairness effects (Van Prooijen et al., 2002) . The first experiment reported in Van Prooijen et al. (2002) took place behind computers in separate cubicles. Participants were informed that the experimenter could send computer messages to the participants. Additionally, participants learned that a lottery would be held among participants, and that the experimenter would assign a number of lottery tickets to the participant. Following this information, the status salience manipulation was induced. Participants in the status salient condition were asked to answer two open-ended questions concerning their thoughts and emotions about the concept status (cf. Van den Bos, 2001; : ''Please describe briefly the thoughts and emotions that come to mind when you think of the concept status'' and ''Please describe a situation out of your own life in which status played a role''. In a control condition, participants responded to two similar questions about something that was not related to the status manipulation: watching TV (cf. Van den Bos, 2001) .
Following this status salience manipulation, participants were exposed to the procedure manipulation: Participants experienced either a voice or a novoice procedure (Folger, 1977; Folger et al., 1979; cf. Brockner et al., 1998; Lind et al., 1990) . In the voice condition, participants received a computer message from the experimenter stating that they were allowed an opportunity to voice their opinion about the percentage of lottery tickets they thought they should receive. These participants subsequently typed in a percentage. In the no-voice condition, participants were informed that they were not allowed an opportunity to voice their opinion about the percentage of lottery tickets they thought they should receive. These participants did not type in a percentage. We then solicited the dependent measures and manipulation checks. The main dependent measures were relational treatment evaluations: Specifically, we asked on 7-point scales whether participants thought the experimenter respected them, trusted them, and treated them politely. The results of this experiment showed a significant interaction effect that is depicted in Figure 1 . These results revealed that, as predicted, procedural fairness effects were stronger in the status salient condition than in the control condition. These findings were in line with the general argument that salience of the status construct amplifies procedural fairness effects compared to situations where status is not salient.
In a second experiment, we tried to obtain evidence for a fundamental assumption of our line of reasoning: Our line of reasoning assumes that status salience leads to an increased cognitive accessibility of fairness concerns. Additionally, we tried to replicate the results of Experiment 1. The second experiment was introduced as two separate studies. In ''Study 1'' we induced the same status salience manipulation as in Experiment 1. After this, we collected cognitive accessibility data as a manipulation check to ascertain whether status salience really made people's fairness concerns more cognitively accessible. We did this by means of a word-fragment completion task, which was assessed after the status salience manipulation and before the procedure manipulation. Participants were presented with six uncompleted Dutch words (e.g., ''. . . nrecht'') that could either be completed as a fairness-related word (e.g., ''onrecht'', which means unjust) or as a nonfairness related word (''aanrecht'', which means kitchen sink; for details, see Van Prooijen et al., 2002) . We counted the number of fairness-related words each participant came up with. Word-fragment completion tasks such as these are commonly conceived of as unobtrusive measures of construct accessibility (e.g., Chen, Lee-Chai, & Bargh, 2001) .
Following the word-fragment completion task, participants were informed that ''Study 1'' had ended and that they would continue with ''Study 2''. This study was a scenario experiment in which participants imagined themselves to be workers in a factory. Participants were informed that the management would base the magnitude of a one-time only financial bonus on their work performance. Furthermore, participants were told that within their work they had 10 different activities. We then manipulated procedural accuracy by informing participants that the management had taken 10 out of 10/1 out of 10 activities into account to evaluate their work performance. Procedural accuracy is a robust alternative to voice as opposed to no-voice procedures for studing procedural fairness effects (Van den Bos, 2001; Van den Bos, Vermunt, & Wilke, 1997b) . Main dependent measures were again relational treatment evaluations.
Manipulation-check findings of Experiment 2 showed that participants in the status salient condition came up with significantly more fairness-related words in the word-fragment completion task than participants in the control condition. These findings show that in situations where status is salient, fairness concerns become more cognitively accessible. This suggests that people are more attentive to fairness information if they are focused on status than if they are focused on a nonstatus issue. Furthermore, in correspondence with the findings obtained in Experiment 1 (see Figure 1) we again found stronger procedural fairness effects in the status salient condition than in the control condition. It can therefore be concluded that salience of the construct status amplifies procedural fairness effects. We now describe studies in which we have investigated the implications of these findings in situations with real intragroup status differences.
Intragroup status. In two different experiments we manipulated participants' intragroup status position (Van Prooijen, Van den Bos, & Wilke, 2003) . The aims of these experiments were twofold. First, we wanted to investigate whether the presence of status information would lead to stronger procedural fairness effects when compared with a condition where one's intragroup status was unknown. Stronger procedural fairness effects in conditions where status information was present as opposed to absent would be in correspondence with the status salience findings (Van Prooijen et al., 2002) : After all, it stands to reason that emphasising people's intragroup status position makes the concept status salient, which is mentally associated with the regard and approval that people receive from others. As a consequence, people are relatively more attentive to procedural fairness information. As such, this experiment directly tests the relational model's proposition that status information causally shapes procedural fairness effects (Tyler, 1994) . Second, we wanted to find out whether procedural fairness effects would be more or less pronounced for specific status positions (i.e., high vs average vs low). This extends the status salience findings of Van Prooijen et al. (2002) , because in the status salience experiments we only concentrated on procedural fairness effects following the general concept status instead of procedural fairness effects as a function of status differences.
For the sake of brevity, we only discuss Experiment 2 of Van Prooijen et al. (2003) (Experiment 1 was a scenario experiment that showed similar results on the same dependent and independent variables as Experiment 2). Experiment 2 took placein individual cubicles and behind computers. Participants were placed in an alleged laboratory group of eight persons who were supposed to be seated in eight different cubicles (in reality, all stimulus information was preprogrammed). Additionally, participants were informed that a lottery would be held and that a number of lottery tickets would be allocated to their group. The participants then conducted an additive group task: For 10 minutes, participants counted squares within figures on the screen. After typing in the correct number of squares, a new figure emerged on the screen. Participants had to complete as many figures as possible within the 10 minutes. All individual performances would be summed up into one general team performance. Following this group task, we induced the intragroup status manipulation: Participants were informed that with their individual performance they had contributed the most versus on average versus the least to the group performance and that they were therefore the highest versus on average versus the lowest in status in the group. Additionally, we induced a condition in which participants received no information about their intragroup status.
The manipulation of intragroup status was followed by a manipulation of voice as opposed to no-voice procedures: Through the computer network participants were versus were not allowed to voice their opinions about the percentage of lottery tickets that should be allocated to their group. Main dependent measures were participants' procedure judgements: Participants were asked questions on 7-point scales about the perceived fairness of and their satisfaction with the procedures used to divide the lottery tickets.
The results of this study are depicted in Figure 2 and showed significantly stronger procedural fairness effects in the high, average, and low intragroup status conditions than in the no-information condition. Thus, informing participants about their intragroup status, thereby making status a salient issue to participants, led to stronger reactions to voice as opposed to novoice procedures than not informing participants about status. Furthermore, the results showed no significant differences between the high, average, and low status conditions. In other words, procedural fairness effects were significantly influenced by the presence versus absence of status information, and not by intragroup status differences. These findings suggest that status salience constitutes a primary element in the relation between intragroup status and procedural justice, given that the mere presence of intragroup status information was sufficient to amplify procedural fairness effects.
Inclusion and procedural justice
Following our overview of studies on the effects of standing-as-status on procedural fairness effects, we now turn to the other interpretation of standing that was identified in the procedural justice literature: people's inclusion in a group (Cropanzano et al., 2001b; Lind, 2001; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Blader, 2002) . To complete our investigation of the relation between standing and procedural justice we have conducted research on the relation between people's sense of inclusion and procedural justice. In three experiments we have investigated the effects of inclusion on procedural fairness effects (Van Prooijen, Van den Bos, & Wilke, in press). Based on the relational model, we argued that people's sense of inclusion has important consequences for subsequent procedural fairness effects. More specifically, inclusion in a group is associated with procedural justice because procedures convey symbolic messages of inclusion (Lind & Tyler, 1988) . The perceived fairness of the procedures adopted by group authorities may therefore affirm people's inclusion in social groups: Fair procedures can provide positive and stable intragroup relationships, but unfair procedures can lead groups or relationships to disintegrate (Lind, 2001; Tyler & Lind, 1992) .
Interesting in this respect are findings by Sleebos, Ellemers, and De Gilder (2003) . These authors manipulated whether participants were versus were not included by fellow group members. The inclusion manipulation was followed by a lexical decision task: A series of letters appeared on the computer screen, and participants were asked to indicate as quickly and accurately as possible whether or not the letters formed an existing Dutch word or a nonword. The existing Dutch words were either fairness-related or non-fairness related words. The results indicated that, compared with the non-fairness related words, included participants responded faster to fairness-related words than excluded participants. In general, faster response latencies in lexical decision tasks are interpreted as increased levels of cognitive accessibility (cf. Bargh & Chartrand, 2000) . The results of this study thus showed that fairness is more cognitively accessible among included individuals than among excluded individuals. In correspondence with the Sleebos et al. (2003) findings, Van Prooijen et al. (in press) hypothesised that people display procedural fairness effects of different strengths following experiences of inclusion versus following experiences of exclusion. Experiences of social inclusion are cognitively and behaviourally associated with procedural justice: After all, it has been argued that procedural justice conveys symbolic messages of inclusion and may thus affirm people's general sense of inclusion (Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992) . From this, it can be inferred that procedural justice is more relevant to people when they are included than when they are excluded, because following an experience of inclusion there is a larger range of inclusionary feelings that can be affirmed than following an experience of exclusion. Following the argument that inclusion in a group is mentally associated with fairness (Sleebos et al., 2003) , and contrary to what was assumed before, it is important to note here that in our line of reasoning the relation between inclusion and procedural justice has to do with a general sense of inclusion, instead of inclusion in a specific and identifiable group. We therefore tested the relation between inclusion and procedural justice in situations where the procedure was provided by an authority who was not a group member and the procedure had no direct relation with the participants' group membership (Van Prooijen et al., in press) . Despite this lack of a direct connection between the inclusion/exclusion experience and the procedure, we predicted that following an experience of inclusion people are more sensitive to the fairness of procedures, and thus show stronger procedural fairness effects, than following an experience of exclusion.
To investigate this hypothesis, we conducted three experiments. For the current purposes we only discuss Experiments 2 and 3 (Experiment 1 was a scenario experiment showing the same results as Experiment 2). In Experiment 2, we directly manipulated whether or not participants were included versus excluded by their peers. To induce the manipulation of inclusion, participants conducted tasks in a laboratory group of eight persons. The tasks that participants conducted constituted the same additive group task as in the intragroup status experiment described previously (Van Prooijen et al., 2003) . Following these tasks, participants in the current experiment were told that previous participating groups had consisted of seven persons. To make group task performances comparable, one person had to be excluded from the group. This excluded person would still finish the study, but he/she would no longer be a group member and his/her individual score on the tasks would not count for the team score. The decision to exclude one participant was taken in two steps. First, two members of the group were drawn by chance (''nominated for exclusion'') and it was made clear that only one of these nominated group members would be excluded. Second, the remaining six members voted through the computer network for the participant who would be included and the participant who would be excluded.
In reality, the participant was always nominated for exclusion. Participants were either included by their peers (inclusion condition), excluded by their peers (exclusion condition), or the election was not yet held (not-yet-known condition). Participants were informed that all participants (both the included and the excluded) would conduct a second round of tasks. This round included the procedure manipulation: We again manipulated voice as opposed to no-voice procedures (Folger, 1977) . To make sure that manipulations were orthogonal, participants received voice about something that was unrelated to their group membership (i.e., their individual number of tasks to be completed in an alleged second round of tasks) from an authority who was not a group member. Specifically, participants received a message through the computer network that they were versus were not allowed an opportunity to voice their opinion about their individual number of tasks that they had to complete in the second work round (cf. Lind et al., 1990) . Dependent measures were procedural justice judgements and satisfaction ratings: Participants were asked questions referring to the perceived fairness of and their satisfaction with the procedure used to determine the number of tasks to be completed (Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992; Van den Bos & Van Prooijen, 2001) .
Manipulation check findings showed that participants indeed felt more included in the inclusion condition than in the exclusion condition. Furthermore, results showed that voice as opposed to no-voice procedures exerted stronger effects on both procedural justice judgements and satisfaction ratings following an experience of inclusion by peers than following an experience of exclusion by peers. The results regarding participants' procedural justice judgements are illustrated in Figure 3 (satisfaction ratings yielded similar results). These findings reveal that when participants were included by peers, procedural fairness effects were stronger than when participants were excluded by peers. These results suggest that people are more sensitive to procedures when they are included than when they are excluded, and corroborate the prediction that people's sense of inclusion causally influences procedural fairness effects.
The findings were extended in a third experiment (Van Prooijen et al., in press ). This third experiment investigated whether people who generally feel included by peers in their lives would react more strongly to variations in procedural justice than people who do not feel included by peers in their lives. This hypothesis is based on the argument that procedural justice affirms people's general sense of inclusion, instead of inclusion in one specific and identifiable group membership. As a consequence, procedural justice is a more accessible social norm for people who generally feel included by peers in their lives (Sleebos et al., 2003) . We therefore predicted that procedural fairness effects would be stronger among those who reported experiencing a lot of inclusion in their lives than among those who reported not experiencing a lot of inclusion in their lives.
In the third experiment we first measured the extent to which participants felt included by peers in their lives with a 10-item scale. Examples of representative items are ''I am typically someone who has a lot of friends'', ''There are only a few people that are really important to me'', (recoded), ''I have the feeling that a lot of people accept me'' and ''There are a lot of people that I can go to when I am in trouble''. This Belongingness in life scale was inspired by the Need to belong scale (Leary, Kelly, Cottrell, & Schreiendorfer, 2001), but was modified in the sense that we asked for participants' perceptions of their actual inclusion, instead of asking for the need to be included. Participants then were informed that the study had ended and that they would proceed with a second, unrelated study. In this ''second study'', participants were informed that they could win a prize in a lottery and that lottery tickets would therefore be divided among participants. Following previous studies (e.g., Van den Bos et al., 1998a; Van Prooijen et al., 2002) participants received a computer message from the experimenter stating that they were versus were not allowed an opportunity to voice their opinion about the number of lottery tickets that they thought they should receive. Participants in the voice condition subsequently typed in a number. In correspondence with the earlier-described experiment (Van Prooijen et al., in press , Experiment 2), dependent variables were procedural justice judgements and satisfaction ratings. Hierarchical regression analyses showed that the differences between voice and no-voice procedures on procedural justice judgements and satisfaction ratings were stronger among those who experienced high levels of inclusion in their lives than among those who experienced low levels of inclusion in their lives. The results of the hierarchical regression analyses on procedural justice judgements are illustrated in Figure 4 (satisfaction ratings showed identical results). As predicted, high ratings of inclusion with peers were significantly associated with stronger procedural fairness effects than low ratings of inclusion with peers. These results further demonstrate that people's sense of inclusion moderates procedural fairness effects.
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In the current chapter we have reviewed empirical findings to address three limitations in scientists' understanding of the relation between standing and procedural justice: (1) In the literature there have been two interpretations of the standing construct (i.e., standing-as-status and standing-as-inclusion); (2) previous research has not demonstrated causality; and (3) it is as yet unclear why standing and procedural justice are related. In the following, we address the question of what the described empirical findings imply for these concerns.
First, it can be concluded that both intragroup status (Smith & Tyler, 1997; Tyler, 1989 Tyler, , 1994 Tyler & Blader, 2002) and inclusion (Lind, 2001; Lind & Tyler, 1988; see also De Cremer, 2002) are related to procedural justice. Both status and inclusion are aspects of people's position in social groups that may shape people's reactions to procedures (Van Prooijen et al., 2002 , 2003 ). Additionally, it can be noted here that there are several similarities when comparing the relation between status and procedural justice with the relation between inclusion and procedural justice. That is, it has been demonstrated that both status information (Van Prooijen et al., 2002) and inclusion information (Sleebos et al., 2003) can increase the extent to which fairness concerns are cognitively accessible. In correspondence with these findings, both status information (Van Prooijen et al., 2003) and inclusion information (Van Prooijen et al., in press) are able to enhance procedural fairness effects. This suggests that both the standing-as-status and the standing-as-inclusion operationalisations of the standing construct lead people to be more sensitive to variations in procedures.
That there is some convergence in the findings with status and inclusion may be attributable to the fact that, at least to some extent, status and inclusion are related conceptually. For example, perceptions of high status may cause feelings of inclusion, and perceptions of low status can lead to feelings of exclusion. Furthermore, both the status construct and the inclusion construct refer to how people perceive themselves in relation to social groups. However, this does not imply that status and inclusion essentially refer to the same underlying concept (Lind, 2001) . After all, perceptions of inclusion or exclusion may not necessarily be caused by status differences; likewise, perceptions of status differences can have different consequences than inclusion or exclusion. Thus, although there are conceptual similarities between both standing operationalisations, there are also clear conceptual differences between someone's perceived status position in a group and people's perceptions of whether or not they belong to the group. At the empirical level, it should be noted here that there are important differences between the effects of status and inclusion on procedural fairness effects. That is, the findings reviewed here suggest that the relation between status and procedural justice primarily depends on salience of the status construct. This is evident in the status salience studies, which showed that status salience amplified procedural fairness effects and, additionally, made fairness concerns more cognitively accessible (Van Prooijen et al., 2002) . Furthermore, when intragroup status differences were introduced, procedural fairness effects were influenced by the absence versus presence of status information, and not by participants' status position (high vs average vs low). These findings do not mirror the inclusion findings: In the reported inclusion studies, included participants showed stronger procedural fairness effects than excluded participants (Van Prooijen et al., in press ). Thus, whereas procedural fairness effects did not differentiate between various levels of relative intragroup status, procedural fairness effects did differentiate between included versus excluded individuals. This underscores that procedural justice researchers should be more specific in their reference to the standing construct, because the findings reviewed here suggest that the relationship between standing-as-status and procedural justice is psychologically different from the relationship between standing-as-inclusion and procedural justice.
A second conclusion that can be drawn from this chapter concerns the causality of the relation between standing and procedural fairness effects. Although the relational model has assumed a causal relation of standing influencing procedural fairness effects, previous empirical work on this topic has only reported correlational survey data (see, e.g., Smith & Tyler, 1997; Tyler, 1989 Tyler, , 1994 Tyler & Blader, 2002; Tyler et al., 1996) . In the current chapter we have reported evidence that standing causally influences procedural fairness effects (Tyler & Lind, 1992) . This relation was found on both the status conceptualisation of standing and the inclusion conceptualisation of standing. Although this does not rule out the possibility that procedural justice affects perceptions of status or inclusion as well, the present chapter does support the causal order that is central in the relational model (Tyler & Lind, 1992) .
A third aim of this chapter was to understand the underlying processes that explain why standing and procedural justice are related. In the following we attempt to do so by trying to theoretically integrate the propositions of the current chapter.
Towards theoretical integration
In the current chapter we have scrutinised social standing as antecedent of procedural fairness effects. Although we have noted that the two described conceptualisations of standing (i.e., standing-as-status and standing-asinclusion) differ both conceptually and empirically, we have also noted that there is at the same time some conceptual convergence between the status and inclusion conceptualisations. This convergence is reflected empirically by the finding that both standing-as-status and standing-as-inclusion cognitively activate fairness considerations (Sleebos et al., 2003; Van Prooijen et al., 2002) . These latter findings suggest that the relation between standing and procedural justice is more deeply rooted in people's minds than has been recognised before. To understand the role of standing in the psychology of procedural justice we argue that we have to concentrate on the convergence rather than on the divergence of the status and inclusion constructs. Indeed, the fact that status and inclusion share some conceptual common ground may have been reason why researchers have interpreted the standing construct differently.
Building on the relational model (Tyler & Lind, 1992) , we start out with the premise that standing is associated with the extent to which people think that they are held in regard by others. This is the case for both intragroup status and inclusion. To illustrate, people can think that they are held in high or low regard because of their intragroup status. For example, if people perform well, they conclude that they have high intragroup status and are held in high regard by fellow group members, but if they perform poorly, they may believe that they have low intragroup status and are held in low regard (Tyler & Blader, 2002) . Likewise, people can think that they are held in high regard because they are included in a group, but people can believe that they are held in low regard because they are excluded from a group. Thus, information that is related to people's position in a group is mentally associated with the regard and approval that people receive from others. As a consequence, standing-related information leads people to be more sensitive to procedural justice, because procedural justice is also associated with the extent to which people are held in regard by others. After all, the relational model has posited that people use procedural justice information to make inferences about standing-related information such as how people are held in regard by others (Tyler et al., 1996; Tyler & Lind, 1992) . Information about standing thus leads people to mentally associate their position in social groups with procedural justice.
More generally, we propose here that when people encounter social stimuli that are related to their positions in social groups, people's fairness concerns become more accessible (Sleebos et al., 2003; Van Prooijen et al., 2002) . As a consequence, focusing people on issues of status or inclusion cognitively activates their fairness concerns. An implication of this is that focusing people on standing-related information stimulates them to start thinking about procedural justice issues. This increases attentiveness to variations in procedural justice when people come across information about their position in social groups that leads them to display stronger procedural fairness effects.
The line of reasoning laid out here extends the relational model because it puts emphasis on the process of how standing information influences procedural fairness effects. Additionally, it can be noted here that some of the above propositions show a resemblance to recent arguments put forward by Skitka (2003) . These authors adopted an ''accessible identity approach'' to understand the conditions under which people start thinking about fairness. More specifically, Skitka distinguished between three identity components: people's material identity, people's social identity, and people's personal or moral identity. Material identity consists of one's material extensions of the self (e.g., personal belongings). Social identity consists of interpersonal and relational extensions of the self (e.g., group memberships). Personal (or moral) identity refers to one's internalised values and norms (e.g., attitudes towards freedoms of speech). Skitka argued that priming aspects of these three different identities activates corresponding fairness considerations. For example, in situations where people's material identity is salient, distributive justice concerns become cognitive activated and people start thinking about distributive justice issues. These arguments correspond to the proposition of the current chapter that social information may affect the extent to which people's procedural justice considerations are accessible.
Closing comments
The argument that people's position in groups may activate fairness concerns points at a worthwhile direction for future justice researchers to pursue. Justice researchers may want to start using social cognition methodologies to investigate what kinds of standing-related information activate fairness concerns. Recent studies have developed measures to ascertain the extent to which fairness concerns are cognitively accessible, either by means of word-fragment completions (Van Prooijen et al., 2002) or by assessing response latencies (Sleebos et al., 2003 ; see also Van den Bos & Van Prooijen, 2001 ). Applying social cognition methodologies to under-stand procedural justice issues may be a worthwhile endeavour to pursue in future justice research, because this may deepen scientists' understanding of the conditions under which people start thinking about fairness (Skitka, 2003) .
More generally, we would like to make a plea here for more precise exploration of the psychological processes underlying procedural justice issues. Many researchers have proposed that it is important to understand the psychological processes underlying procedural fairness effects (Cropanzano et al., 2001a; Folger & Cropanzano, 1998; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992; Van den Bos, Lind, & Wilke, 2001 ). However, we argue here that to really understand the psychological processes underlying procedural fairness effects scientists have to collect cognitive process data. Yet, only recently have a few justice researchers attempted to collect such process data (Hafer, 2000; Miedema, Van den Bos, & Vermunt, 2000; Sleebos et al., 2003; Steiner, Guirard, & Baccino, 1999; Van den Bos & Van Prooijen, 2001; Van Prooijen et al., 2002) . We would like to emphasise here that such data are the key to really understanding the processes that explain how and when people form judgements of fairness or unfairness. The lack of cognitive process data constitutes a serious missing link in empirical procedural justice research.
To return to the concepts that motivated the current contribution, in this chapter we have provided an overview of the standing construct in procedural justice. We have tried to increase conceptual clarity by making explicit that researchers have defined standing differently in their workthat is, either as intragroup status or as matters of inclusion. Furthermore, we have tried to increase empirical clarity by reviewing evidence showing that both standing-as-status and standing-as-inclusion causally affect procedural fairness effects. Finally, we have tried to theoretically integrate the propositions of the current chapter by explaining how the standing construct may influence procedural fairness effects. It can be concluded that the standing construct plays an important role in the psychology of procedural justice.
